
Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 6, Number 3, pp. 95�106. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2005 SWPSTOWARD REPUTABLE GRIDSG. VON LASZEWSKI∗, B. K. ALUNKAL† , AND I. VELJKOVIC‡Key words. Grid, Quality-of-servie, Trust, ReputationAbstrat.The Grid approah provides a vision to aess, use, and manage heterogeneous resoures in virtual organizations aross multipledomains and organizations. This paper foremost analyses some of the issues related to establishing trust and reputation in aGrid. Integrating reputation into quality management provides a way to reevaluate resoure seletion and servie level agreementmehanisms. We introdue a reputation management framework for Grids to work toward failitating the omplex task of improvingthe quality of resoure seletion. Based on ommunity experiene we adapt trust and reputation of entities through speializedservies. Simple ontextual quality statements are evaluated in order to e�et the reputation for a monitored resoure. Additionally,we introdue a novel algorithm for evaluating Grid reputation by ombining two known onepts using eigenvetors to omputereputation and integrating global trust.1. Introdution. The Grid approah [18, 21℄ provides a vision to develop an environment for oordinatedresoure sharing and problem solving in dynami, multi-institutional virtual organizations under quality-of-servie onstraints [5, 10℄. However, optimal use of these distributed servies and resoures requires not onlyknowledge about the apabilities of the resoures, but also the assurane that the available and requestedapabilities an be used suessfully. Grid users are faed with questions suh as whih resoures are availableremotely, whih apabilities these resoures have, whether one is authorized to use these resoures, whether theinformation for a resoure seletion is aurate, and on whih resoures a task is likely to exeute with the mostsuess.In a typial Grid senario users identify possible andidate resoures through metainformation obtainedfrom diretories, databases, or registries. However, the urrent generation of Grid information servies providesonly the most elementary information to guide quality-of-servie based resoure seletion. For example, theGlobus Toolkit Monitoring and Diretory Servie (MDS) [19℄ provides a limited set of information about Gridresoures, inluding stati and possibly dynami attributes and properties. In many ases the informationreturned by this servie is ostly to obtain, inaurate, or outdated and does not integrate a resoure seletionservie. We observe that, similar to Heisenbergs unertainty priniple [13℄, the more variability (momentum),the information in regards to a resoure attribute ontains, the less we an predit the auray of its value ata time, and vie versa. This priniple is of espeial importane if we onsider the use of multiple resoures ina oordinated fashion, multiplying this e�et. Furthermore, the sporadi nature of the Grid and its measuredvalues as well as the possibility of integrating ad ho servies [21℄ in a Grid environment for whih no historialdata is available, poses a severe limitation on the urrent generation of predition servies. Additionally, we oftenlak information provided on the quality of the partiipating entities, similar to an Internet shopping site, whihlassi�es inluded items while augmenting them with information not only about funtionality, appearane,availability, and prie, but also about appreiations and ratings by its shoppers.In our framework we propose a probabilisti preseletion of resoures based on likelihood to deliver therequested apability and apaity. Suh a servie an be integrated into a quality-of-servie managementframework [7℄ to enable the reevaluation of the e�etiveness of quality-of-servie poliies and servie levelagreements.This motivated us to design a reputation framework for Grids to assist in the seletion proess for resoureswhile integrating the notions of trust and reputation. Trust is already a ritial parameter in the deision-makingproess of several peer-to-peer (P2P) frameworks. Reputation is omputed by using a trust rating provided byusers of servies through a feedbak mehanism. Reputation-based servie and produt seletion have provedto be a great asset for online sites suh as eBay [9℄ and Amazon [3℄.Hene, we propose a framework that selets through a hierarhial proess, with the help of sophistiatedGrid servie, sets of resoures and servies as suitable andidates to ful�ll quality-of-servie requirements. Thisinludes the seletion of trusted resoures that best satis�es appliation requirements aording to a prede�ned
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96 G. von Laszewski, B. Alunkal, I. Veljkovitrust metri. Therefore, we propose that our hierarhial resoure seletion proess be augmented by qualitativeand quantitative experienes based on previous transations with resoures so we an integrate this experienein future resoure seletions.We envision suh a reputation system for Grids, in whih resoures and servies are ranked based on thereputation they obtain. Generating a reputation or establishing trust by entities (resoures, servies, andindividuals) in regards to their availability and apability. We believe that suh a reputation servie frameworkis of ruial importane for Grid omputing to inrease reliability, use, and popularity. Trust and reputationserve as an important metri to avert the use of underprovisioned and maliious resoures; they provide theability to simplify the seletion proess while fousing �rst on qualitative onerns.Consider a Grid environment that agglomerates expensive and speialized resoures inluding high-per-formane servers, storage databases, advaned sienti� instruments, and sophistiated servies to visualizemaromoleules [22℄ or nanomaterial [4℄ strutures. Suh an environment requires reliable ad ho Grid serviesto ful�ll the neessary quality-of-servie required by seure real-time use. Furthermore, the sporadi and time-limited nature of the servies and resoures used may result in a lak of historial data, posing severe limitationson existing predition servies.Community-based adaptive metris suh as trust and reputation serve as building bloks to support ourquality-of-servie requirements. We emphasize that the self-evaluation of a servie must be an integral part ofthe Grid arhiteture in order to inrease reliability and preditability. Consider the ase in whih a servielaims it will provide a partiular level of quality and engages in a servie level agreement with another servie.Assume that this servie fails to deliver the promised agreement. Suh a senario might exist when the metrisavailable for seletion do not oinide with the goals. Choosing a more reliable servie an avoid this problem.But how do we know that another servie is more reliable?Conretely, if we try to transfer 10 Gbytes of data between remote resoures through a network, we mightbe tempted to selet a network path with the highest observed peak throughput. However, if the network getsinterrupted and the transfer would fail, the measurement and metri must take this into aount. We annotrely on a servie that selets the route for transfer based only on a simple bandwidth measurement. Rather,we require a servie that evaluates the promised agreement and is available for future referene. Hene, we arenot only onerned with the quality-of-servie, but also with the quality-of-information [20℄ to establish suh aservie.We need to address in an e�etive quality-of-servie framework the following issues:1. Identify the metris that are de�ning the servie,2. Implement a quality-of-servie poliy,3. Provide measurements that an help seleting resoures under metri servie level agreements,4. Deide for a servie agreement,5. Preselet a number of resoures that will likely ful�ll the agreement,6. Exeute the servie,7. Evaluate the poliies by measuring a suessful response,8. Adapt the strategy if it was not suessful, to selet new resoures (i.e, return to Step 5).In this paper we will fous on Step 8 of this framework. Other aspets are addressed in [2℄.Our paper is strutured as follows. In Setions 2, 4, and 5, we de�ne the terms trust and reputation andprovide an overview of the existing reputation systems for the Grids and their limitations. In Setion 3, wepresent the general requirements of Grid reputation framework and servie. In Setion 6, 7, and 8, we proposea new algorithm for managing reputation in Grid-based systems and disuss its underlying arhiteture. Afterwe provide an overview of other related work we summarize future work and onlude our work.2. Trust and Reputation. In this setion we de�ne the basi terminology used throughout the rest ofthe paper.2.1. De�nition: Entity. For simpliity, we refer to a resoure, agent, servie, organization, or user as anentity. This de�nition allows us to speify the term �trust in the most general way while applying it to the Gridapproah.2.2. De�nition: Entity Trust. As pointed out by many researhers, trust is an ambiguous oneptthat de�es exat de�nition. Based on eonomi models [11℄, however, we an de�ne trust as a ommodity forreduing risk in unknown situations. Hene, trust has an important role in enabling interations in an unfamiliarenvironment while weighing the risks assoiated with ations performed in that environment. The protetion of



Towards Reputable Grids 97trust through eonomi inentives is an important fator to allow trust to beome a stable ommodity. For ourproposed framework, trust is the underlying priniple that we determined through loal or global interationsamong entities and their deisions based on it.2.3. De�nition: Virtual Trust. So far we have not disussed the �ow relationships between trustors andtrustees. If a trust value in a ommunity is assigned to an entity (the trustor) its trust value an be reused by anew trustee who joins the ommunity and adheres in priniple to the same values as the ommunity members.In this ase we use the term ommunity trust, or virtual trust.2.4. De�nition: Entity Reputation. Reputation refers to the value we attribute to a spei� entity inthe Grid, based on the trust exhibited by it in the past. It re�ets the pereption that one has of another'sintentions and norms. Entity reputation provides a way of assigning quality or value to an entity. Reputationis usually assoiated with a time fator; it is often gained over time, based on qualities attributed to it byevaluations of other entities. In many reputation models, reputation dereases quikly based on adverse behavior.2.5. De�nition: Entity Reputation Servie. An entity reputation servie is de�ned as a seure in-formation servie responsible for maintaining a dynami and adaptive trust and reputation metri within aommunity. Entities in the Grid ontinuously interat with the reputation servie to reate a ommunity ratingmehanism that ooperatively assists their future deisions based on the overall ommunity experienes.3. Trust Models. To de�ne a trust model, we need to establish trust requirements, assign trust ratings,and de�ne trust mediation frameworks and algorithms. Beause of the diversity of the Grid and its ommunities,we annot de�ne a single trust model suitable for every ase. Instead, we need to revisit the requirements andthe irumstanes in whih suh a trust model brings added value to the Grid infrastruture. Some of the mostommon ingredients used to design trust models for Grids are neighborhoods, ommunities, virtual organizations,ontrats, branding, and ownership.3.1. Neighborhoods and Communities as Trust Models. One of the most ommon trust modelsis based on the de�nition of neighborhoods and ommunities. Here a group of entities form a relationshipnetwork that an be used to query about the trust the members have for another entity to be aessed orused. Neighborhoods are typially small peer-to-peer groups where eah member typially knows the others.In ontrast to this model, ommunities ontain many more members, and it may no longer possible that formember of the ommunity to know the others. In both groups, however, trust and reputation are establishedthrough standards and ommon views governed by the ommunities and neighborhoods. Ratings are Adaptersthrough interpersonal ommuniation or through publiation on a ommunity-wide sale. A good example of aneighborhood trust model is the lose interation among omputational sientists to interpret the outome of apartiular sienti� experiment. A good example of a ommunity trust model is the olletion and publiation ofopinions about a partiular topi. In some ases trusted neighborhoods are established to provide the ommunitywith trust ratings. An example is an editorial board for the publiation of artiles in a sienti� journal. Thesienti� ommunity pays more attention to an artile reviewed by its peers than to an artile published on aunmoderated Web page.3.2. Geography and Politial Boundaries as Trust Model. A simple way to establish neighborhoodsand ommunities is to onsider geographial distane or politial boundaries. Being a itizen of a foreign ountrywill be in most ases require speial learane to partiipate in entities ontrolled by a government or universityas is often the ase for superomputing enters. Geographial onstraints may be needed in order to restritadaptive trust algorithms to a number of entities in lose viinity. This is often the ase for erti�ate authoritiesthat have branhes operating in geographial distributed loation to verify the physial existene of a person.Hierarhial Grids suh as the TeraGrid or the Physis Data Grid funtion in suh fashion. Although onsidereda virtual organization, membership into this organization sponsored by the ommunity is determined by loaltrust authorities.3.3. Contrats as Trust Model. A ontrat is a binding agreement between two or more persons orparties. Contrats are urrently under muh disussion as part of servie level agreements in QoS-based frame-works suh as Web servies and Grid servies. Here a ontrat between entities is formed and agreements areast to ful�ll a partiular servie. This onept is based on the trust that the agreement will be ful�lled. Ifan unrepeatable entity is present, however, the model will not funtion, and adaptations need to be made toenfore the agreement (e.g., through litigation or punishment). One of the earliest suh models used in Grid



98 G. von Laszewski, B. Alunkal, I. Veljkoviomputing was experimented with by the Java CoG projet in 1997 in a high-throughput strutural biologyprojet. Resoures were put together in a pool and if a resoure failed to report or the average time taken byother resoures to respond was above a threshold, that resoure was marked as unfavorable and was hosenonly if no other resoures were available. In other words, the resoure obtained a ertain reputation based onits ontratual ful�llment.3.4. Ownership as Trust Model. Highperformane omputing has traditionally foused on ownershipmodels. Suh models are an extension of the ommunity model in whih, however, the ownership of an expliitentity forms a ommunity. In the 80s and 90s these models were driven by superomputer enters that o�eredtheir users exlusive use of superomputers through bath queuing systems. Today, in Grid, the ownership modelis the most ommon one. We believe that in future, however, we will see a shift toward virtual ownerships (asalready promoted by the onept of virtual organizations). Not only will we see virtual organizations but wewill also see soon virtual memberships to these organizations.To apply the onept of ownership to ommunity Grids [21℄, one must revisit the role of virtual organizations,institutions, and members reating them. Sine shared resoures in a virtual organization are ontributed byvarious institutions, an elaborate reputation servie is needed, that deals with the fat that resoures an bepart of multiple domains and VOs. The di�erent ases are depited in Figure 3.1. We use the followingnomenlature: nEi de�nes an entity with the label i that is shared by n organizations. In ase we do knowa perentage of share, we augment it appropriately p1...pnEi where pk de�nes the perentage of ownership oforganization k. Considering this nomenlature, we an de�ne use of entities based on the reputation entitiesobtain. We note that entities within organizations an evaluate eah other. To make the system work, however,we need to de�ne a value-based system aross the organizations or maintain reputation for di�erent ommunitiesand virtual organizations.

Fig. 3.1. Institutions ontribute in various ways their resoures and servies to possibly various virtual organizations.3.5. Use as Trust Model. One of the simplest trust models is based on the number of uses. The oneptis the following: the more the entity is used, the higher the trust in this resoure. Common sense suggests thatwhen so many pereive this entity as desirable, it must be so. Use statistis have long been popular in theomputer industry, although these often give a �rst impression of whih entities should be onsidered, one mustmake sure that the onept of popularity is independent of other attributes suh as seurity or even ontent.One need only onsider popular but inseure operating systems on Web pages with dubious ontent appreiatedby a large number of Internet users that have ahieved more popularity than true ontent driven pages.3.6. Branding as Trust Model. One other important onept in industry that is related to reputationis branding. Here the reputation of ontinuously high reommended entities that belong to a partiular lass ororganization may reate the desire by other ustomers to use the same well known brand. Branding is usuallyin business a good onept as outliers of poor aidental events e�eting the reputation negatively are damped.



Towards Reputable Grids 99In omputer siene the onept of branding is also often used in regards to organizations and produts derivedfrom these organizations.3.7. Time as Trust Model. Time is an essential variable as part of eah trust model. Trust and repu-tation models have sometimes a wide variety of potential on�iting time assumptions. We have branding thatlearly augments an entity with a reputation that is less time sensitive than establishing short term ontratsbetween entities that only deal with one time interations. A similar onept to branding is seniority with timein whih the assumed entity beomes a seniority value that is based on experiene gained through interationwith the ommunity. Statements suh as I have done it this way for years, it must therefore be working for theupoming years are ommon.3.8. Eonomy as Trust Model. In order to establish a better reevaluation methodology, trust modelsan be augmented through eonomi models. For example, ontrats an be signed under exhange of real orvirtual money, use an be rewarded through a oupon system, and autions or markets an be put in plae to bidfor the most trusted and apable resoures. This approah naturally an sueed only if a ommon, ontrollableommodity suh as (virtual) money is used. Business and eonomi researh in these areas is plentiful; indeedthe term virtualization in business models long before the Grid ommunity used these terms [17℄.3.9. Reputation as Trust Model. As indiated earlier, reputation an be used as a major enhanementto eah of the models introdued. Sine reputation de�nes a metri, we should be able to use this metri toselet entities for loser onsideration as part of a neighborhood, ommunity, or virtual organization and helpsupport models employing eonomi goals, usage, and to establish ontrats. This is of espeial importanebeause the time it takes to query all available entities for the best possible �t may be too large. Hene we needto group a lass of properties of interest to a partiular ommunity and preselet from the many thousands ormillions those that give the highest likelihood of suess.4. Appliation of Reputation Related Trust Models. Trust models and use of reputation frameworkshas been onsidered in a wide variety of systems. The most visible frameworks have been used to enhanebusiness and information servies available for a large ommunity through the Internet.4.1. Review Trust Model. One popular use to establish reputation is to design information portals,similar to C|net [8℄, whih maintains ratings for produts based on the ratings of an editor. Integrating feedbakfrom the ommunity provides an additional value in order to reevaluate the judgment of the editor against inputfrom a larger ommunity. Although, the ommunity feedbak is not integrated into the editors rating it is stillavailable for review. Hene, the onsumer must review both piees of information to obtain an aurate piture.Detailed textual reviews are also provided to provide the onsumer with a semanti explanation on the reasonfor the given grade by another onsumer. The advantages of integrating a ommunity are that the bias of aneditor may be minimized. The disadvantage is that invalid responses not orresponding to the editors standardould result in an inorret evaluation.4.2. Buyers and Sellers Reputation Trust Model. The online aution system eBay [9℄ is an importantexample of suessful reputation management. In eBay's reputation system, buyers and sellers an rate eahother after eah transation. The feedbak system is based on a simple point system, that assigns a positivepoint for a positive feedbak, No points for neutral feedbak, and a negative point for a negative feedbak. Thereputation is the summation of all feedbaks for a buyer or seller over the last six month. Additionally, thefeedbak is lassi�ed in a detailed view to be groups in time periods of the past 7 days, the past month, andthe past six month. E-bay points out the a high feedbak rating not neessarily means a good reputation. It �isa good sign, but a onsumer �should always hek a member's feedbak pro�le for any negative remarks. It'sbest not to judge users only on their feedbak ratings.4.3. Information Ranking. The searh engine Google [6, 15℄ provides a reputation and trust modelbased on a method alled PageRank that uses the links between pages as input. Here a link from other pagesto the page in question is interpreted as a positive sign and indiates that the page has some importane. Themodel is based on the onept that the more links an be found the more important the page is. Additionally,it weighs the pages based on the importane of the voting page.5. Basis of GridEigenTrust. Before disussing our Grid reputation management framework and theGridEigenTrust algorithm, we provide a short overview of urrent researh e�orts that form the basis of our



100 G. von Laszewski, B. Alunkal, I. Veljkoviwork. The GridEigenTrust algorithm is inherently based on the peer-to-peer (P2P) EigenTrust algorithm [16℄and the use of reputation to de�ne evolving and managed trust in Grids through the introdution of globaltrust [1℄. The GridEigenTrust algorithm ombines these algorithms making it onduive for a large Gridenvironment by inreasing its salability.5.1. EigenTrust Algorithm for P2P Networks. A reputation management algorithm for P2P net-works, alled EigenTrust, is introdued in [16℄. We summarize the main priniple but use within this setionthe term entity instead of peer in order to provide a uniform nomenlature. Every entity Ei rates other entitiesbased on the quality of servie they provide. Therefore, every entity Ej with whom Ei had business will berated with a grade gij (i gij

→ j) and is normalized as desribed in [16℄. Hene, for eah entity Ej , the normalizedloal trust value cij is de�ned as follows:
cij =

max(gij , 0)∑

j

max(gij , 0)
(5.1)The normalized loal trust values throughout the P2P domain needs to be aggregated. This proedure anbe done by means of a transitive trust mehanism: entity Ei asks his friends for their opinions about otherentities:

tij =
∑

k

cikckj (5.2)where tij represents the trust that entity Ei puts in entity Ej based on the opinion of his k friends. Theoe�ients are assembled into a matrix, C = [cik]. Hene, equation (5.2) an be written in matrix notation asshown in equation (5.3):
~ti = CT ~ci (5.3)The proess of obtaining the trust values of friends is repeated to obtain the transitive losure of the matrix.After n iterations, where n is the rank of the matrix, the transitive trust is obtained. For large n, ~ti onvergesrapidly as shown in [12℄, to the same value ~t. Hene, ~t shows how muh trust the system as a whole has forevery entity Ei.5.2. Managing Reputation in Grid Networks. In [1, 14℄ several aspets of trust values are onsideredas part of a global reputation model. In this model it is assumed that the trust values deay with time. Itis also assumed that the trust model should stimulate organizations to santion entities who are not behavingonsistently in the Grid environment and who break trust relations. Finally, it is assumed that trust relationshipsare based on a weighted ombination of a diret relationship between domains and the global reputation of thedomains. The model is also based on ontexts that, in Grids, an be numerous, varying from exeuting aspei� job, to storing information, downloading data, and using the network. To re�et more aurately theterminology of the Grid, we replae the term domain with organization. We believe that the domain is not anappropriate division for trust within Grids.Our goal is to de�ne a formula for the trust relationship funtion Γ, based on the parameters time, ontext,and the organizations involved.

• Let Oi and Oj denote two organizations.
• Let Γ(Oi, Oj , t, c) denote a trust relationship based on a spei� ontext c at a given time t of Oi toward

Oj .Next we de�ne Γ with the help of the following funtions:
• Let Θ(Oi, Oj , t, c) denote a diret relationship for the ontext c at time t of Oi towards Oj , whih is therelationship between neighboring organizations that have diret relationships between entities in both.
• Let Ω(Oj , t, c) denote the global reputation of Oj for the ontext c at time t.
• Let DTT (Oi, Oj , c) denote a diret trust table entry of Oi for Oj for ontext c. The table reords thetrust value from the last transation between Oi and Oj .
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• Let Υ(t − tij , c) denote the deay funtion for spei� ontext c, where t is urrent time and tij is thetime of the last update of DTT or the time of the last transation between Oi and Oj .In [1, 14℄, Γ(Oi, Oj , t, c) is omputed as the weighted sum of diret relationship between domain and globalreputation of the domain:

Γ(Oi, Oj , t, c) = α · Θ(Oi, Oj , t, c) + β · Ω(Oj , t, c) (5.4)where α, β ≥ 0, α + β = 1.The diret relationship is a�eted by the time elapsed between interdomain ontats, hene
Θ(Oi, Oj , t, c) = DTT (Oi, Oj , c) · Υ(t − tij , c) (5.5)The global trust for domain Oj is omputed as

Ω(Oj , t, c) =

n∑

k=1

R(Ok, Oj) · RTT (Ok, Oj , c) · Υ(t − tkj , c)

n∑

k=1

(Ok)

(5.6)where R(Ok, Oj) is the reommender's trust level, and RTT is usually equal to DTT. Sine reputation isbased primarily on what organizations say about another domain, the reommender's trust fator R(Ok, Oj)is introdued to prevent heating through ollusion among a group of domains. Hene, R(Ok, Oj) is a valuebetween 0 and 1 and will have a higher value if Ok and Oj are unknown or have no prior relationship amongeah other and a lower value if Ok and Oj are allies through, for example, a virtual organization relationship.6. GridEigenTrust Framework. In this setion we introdue more details about our proposed Grid-EigenTrust framework. We begin by pointing out some of the limitations of the two other approahes disussedin Setion 5. Then, we show how one an build a more advaned framework by ombining the two approahes,while avoiding their limitations while applied to the Grid.The eigenvalue approah disussed in 5.1 is expliitly designed for P2P networks. It has not been appliedto the underlying arhiteture of Grids that introdue virtual organizations, providing an obvious lassi�ationof resoures, users, and their reputation that is needed to establish salability. The approah disussed in [1℄has several limitations. First, as already pointed, the use of the term domain is not appropriate for Grids.Hene we have modi�ed the original formulation as shown in Setion 5.2. Seond, in ase of a large numberof organizations, it will be ostly to ompute the global trust (Equation 5.6) beause we will have to onsiderall relationships to inrease auray. To improve salability, one an ompute the global trust among a setof neighbors; however, suh a omputation would represent only trust between neighbors but not a globaltrust value. Third, the authors suggest in their study limiting the number of ontexts on. Spei�ally, theauthors redued the number of ontexts in the study to only three: printing, storage, and omputing. InGrid environments, however, we deal with many more ontexts. An example is the evaluation of trust andreputation for network harateristis, an essential part of any Grid infrastruture. Fourth, the funtion Υ,whih depends on the duration of the interation between two organizations, must be hosen arefully. Webelieve that for ontexts suh as �le transfer, a time deay funtion may have to be hosen far larger than thelongest �le transfer to be onsidered, otherwise the deay funtion may invalidate the reputation even beforethe transation is ompleted. Hene, it will be neessary to introdue lasses of similar ontext, for example,for �le transfers with di�erent numbers of bytes. Another limitation is that in the ase of networks the atualspeed between resoures ould vary, making it even more omplex to obtain the proper trust values.We design a new algorithm, alled Grid EigenTrust, that overomes some of the limitations of these twoapproahes. We apply the EigenTrust algorithm explained in Setion 5.1 to address the problems of salabilityand multiple ontexts; at the same time we introdue a global trust value based on the ability of institutions tomaintain a trusted Grid environment and provide the high-performane ommunity with reputation servies.
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Fig. 6.1. Example of a distribution of reputation management framework based on reputation servies in a Grid.7. GridEigenTrust Algorithm. We address the omplexity issue by introduing a set of reputationservies arranged in hierarhial graphs. To illustrate this point, we onsider the senario shown in Figure 6.1.In this senario, two VOs are depited ontaining two organizations eah. Eah organization has a set ofentities. Hene, we have introdued an impliit hierarhy based on entities, institutions, and virtual organiza-tions. We assign a reputation to the entities in the lowest level. Based on the reputation of the entities, thereputation of the organization gets updated. Finally we ompute the reputation of a virtual organization byusing the reputation values of all the organizations that belong to the virtual organization. Our reputationservie an be reused and integrated in eah level of the hierarhy.The number of reputation servies needed for a virtual organization or institution may vary based on itsimpliit size, determined by the entities and the hierarhy they de�ne. Eah reputation servie is responsiblefor a subset of entities within the hierarhy. The reputation servies ompute the reputation in a ollaborative,but distributed, fashion. Under the assumption that the interhange of reputation data is seure and an notompromised, and the time interval that a datum is valid is longer than the Smallest update, it may be possibleto distribute previous reputation values from entities in the network in order to redue the network overheadfor lookups through a simple ahing mehanism. In order to alulate and maintain the reputation, eahreputation servie uses the GridEigenTrust algorithm desribed in the next setion. To guarantee auray, thereputation servies must exhange messages with eah other in a seure way and the semantis of the reputationservie must be seured through a servie signature that an be used to learly identify wether the servie hasbeen tampered with.7.1. Calulating Trust. To desribe our GridEigenTrust algorithm, we use the notation used in Setion5.2. To simplify our disussion, we assume eah entity is in only one organization (ompare Setion 3.1).We establish a trust value for eah entity based on various ontexts it supports within an organization. Weuse the term organization trust to refer to a trust value for eah organization. Organization trust di�ers fromother ontext trust in that it agglomerates several ontext trust values to a single one. It re�ets a generalopinion of the reliability of an organization to provide aurate information on what resoures this organizationsupplies. As a result, a reliability trust between organizations an be alulated quikly to obtain the globaltrust. Although this strategy sounds initially ounterintuitive, it is often used in an eonomi model based onthe trust model through branding.By ombining organization trust and the trust level of an entity within an organization (for a spei�ontext c at time t), we derive a reliable trust value for the given entity. We apply the eigenvetor mathematialmodel to ompute the global reputation of an organization. Currently, we ompute the reputation of a virtualorganization as weighted sum of the reputations of all organizations that belong to the virtual organization.7.1.1. Calulating the Trust of Entities. To desribe how an organization maintains trust parametersof its entities, we modify the notation from Setion 5.2. Sine we are alulating trust values loally, (i.e. within



Towards Reputable Grids 103an organization), we omit the �rst parameter in the funtion spei�ation Θ, whih denotes the entity fromwhih the trust value was obtained.All entities that use resoures or ollaborate with users within another organization grade the quality andreliability of the requested entity. The overall grade of the entity is established as the weighted sum of theprevious grade (whih deays with time) and the new grade. It is also important to onsider how muh we trustthe organization from whih the remote entity (i.e., entity that gives the grade) originates its requests.If Θp(Ei, ti, c) is the previous umulative grade established at time ti for entity Ei within ontext c, then
gij(t, c) is a new grade given by entity from organizationOj , and T (Oj), then reliability trust level of organization
Oj , is the overall new umulative grade. Then, Θ(Ei, t, c) an be alulated as

Θ(Ei, t, c) =
α(c) · Θp(Ei, ti, c) · Υ(t − ti, c) + β(c) · T (Oj) · gij(t, c)

α(c) + β(c)
(7.1)where α(c), β(c) ≥ 0.Equation 7.1 is similar to Equation 5.5 from Setion 5.2. However, the parameters α(c) and β(c) re�et theontext importane of the latest grade the entity reeived.If an organization just joined the Grid, the initial trust values will be set to a low initial value beause thetrust must be earned �rst. However, if the entity for whih we assign the trust is su�iently similar to others inthe already existing Grid, an initial value an be obtained from these integrated entities. We hose the lowesttrust value and add as penalty a linear orretion funtion.Let Θ0(Ei, t0, c) denote the initial trust value for an entity Ei within our organization for a ontext c. Let

Θ(Ei, ti, c) denote the umulative reputation value gathered from other entities (de�ned by equation (7.1)).Then the initial trust of the entity is the weighted sum of these two values:
Γ(Ei, t, c) =

γ(c) · Θ0(Ei, t0, c) + δ(c) · Θ(Ei, ti, c)

γ(c) + δ(c)
(7.2)where γ(c), δ(c) ≥ 0.7.1.2. Calulating the Reliability Trust between Organizations. The reliability trust of organiza-tion Oi toward organization Oj re�ets the opinion of organization Oi about the quality and trustworthiness ofinformation organization Oj supplies. Therefore, besides maintaining individual ontexts, we introdue globalontext (ompare Setion 5.2). We use a similar notation as in Setion 5.2, but we omit the parameter c. Ifwe have a priori knowledge about the initial trust information, we assign this value at initialization time of ouralgorithm.Let the initial value of trust be represented as C(Oj). Reliability trust should be obtained through theweighted sum of diret experiene and global trust value of organization Oj .Diret experiene an be alulated in the same way as in equation 7.1. It is a normalized weighted sumbetween C(Oj), the umulative grade from the previous period Θp(Oi, Oj , tij) and the new grade G(t).Users within organization Oi grade the reputation of a ertain entity Ej within organization Oj withgrade Φ(Ej). Also, organization Oj advertises the quality-of-servie of this entity with grade ∆(Ej). Then,organization Oi will grade reliability of information given by organization Oj with grade G(t). For determininggrade G(t) we have three ases:

• If Φ ∈ [∆ − ǫ, ∆ − ζ], the new grade G(t) is 1.
• If Φ > ∆ − ζ, the new grade G(t) is bigger than 1.
• If Φ < ∆ − ǫ, the new grade G(t) is less than 1, depending on how muh the Φ di�ers from ∆Diret experiene that organization Oi has with Oj at some time t, Θ(Oi, Oj , t) an be alulated in thesame way as in equation 7.1. It is a normalized weighted sum between C(Oj), umulative grade from theprevious period Θp(Oi, Oj , tij) and the new grade G(t).

Θ(Oi, Oj , t) =
α · C(Oj) + β · Θp(Oi, Oj , tij) · Υ(t − tij) + γ · G(t)

α + β + γ
(7.3)where α, β, γ ≥ 0.



104 G. von Laszewski, B. Alunkal, I. VeljkoviGlobal reliability trust of organization Oj , Ω(Oj , t) an now be alulated with the EigenTrust algorithmexplained in Setion 5.1. If we replae cij with Θ(Oi, Oj , t) in Setion 5.1, we obtain a matrix C = [Θ(Oi, Oj , t)],and initial vetor ~T0 = t0(i), t0(i) = C(Oi). Now we have all the ingredients to apply a power iteration foromputing the prinipal eigenvetor of CT , whih represents global reliability trust values for organizations inGrids.We an summarize the basi steps of the algorithm as follows:Entity Ei within organization O1 wants to use entity Ej within organization O2 in the ontext c at time t.
• Consider the reliability trust of O2 omputed using the EigenTrust algorithm, Ω(O2, t).
• Ask Ei about Γ(Ej , t, c), the trust value of organization Ej within organization O2.
• In alulating the overall trust value for entity Ej , in formula (5.4) replae Ω(Ej , t, c) with Ω(O2, t) ·

Γ(Ej , t, c)
• Compute the overall trust for the entity Γ(Ei, Ej , t, c) with formulas (5.4) and (5.5).After omputing the trust values, we an ompare them to suggest the resoure with the highest reputation.Modi�ations, suh as the introdution of a statistial seletion algorithm based on random variables, arepossible.This ombined approah has several advantages. First, the algorithm onverges rapidly and introdues lessoverhead than omputing global trust values for individual entities within every ontext. One of the reasonsis that the number of values for omputation is not too large beause we are omputing global trust values oforganizations through hierarhies, not an overall pool of individual entities. Seond, organizations will makean e�ort to report aurate trust information about their entities beause wrong information will be penalized,lowering the global trust of the organization.8. Reputation Servie Arhiteture. The arhiteture of an individual reputation servie is shown inFigure 8.1. It onsists of a olletion manager, omputation manager, storage and olletion manager, andreporter. The olletion manager is responsible for evaluating the quality statement desribing the requestedreputation, and olleting relevant data from the entities suh as resoures and users. It gives the olleteddata to the omputation manager. The omputation manager omputes the reputation values of entities basedon the ontext spei�ed and gives the result to the storage manager, whih stores the values to maintain aglobal and historial view. The reporter ontats the storage manager to report the reputation values wheneverqueried by some entity in the Grid.

Fig. 8.1. Arhiteture of a reputation servie.Hene, when an appliation submits a request for a servie ast in a qualitative statement to the reputationservie, the reputation servie evaluates the statement and omputes the reputation for all the entities providingthe required servie using the heuristis explained in Setion 7.1. It ontats other reputation servies if requiredand returns the information regarding the servies and their reputation bak to the requester. The requesteran deide to selet the servie by looking at the reputation values. This proedure an be easily modi�ed forenabling and enhaning automating resoure seletion deisions in the Grid.
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